Division Memorandum
No. 424 Series of 2018

TO: ALL SCHOOL DRRM COORDINATORS CONCERNED
DIVISION OFFICE EMERGENCY RESPONSE TEAM MEMBERS

FROM: ROY ANGELO E. GAZO
Schools Division Superintendent

SUBJECT: DRRM Rollout Of The Remaining Modules with Water Search and Rescue Training (WASAR)

1. Please be advised that there will be a DRRM Rollout Of The Remaining Modules With Water Search And Rescue Training (WASAR) Training on October 17-19, 2018. The exact venue will be announced early next week.

2. The training aims to heighten awareness on potential hazards in our community and how to strengthen our measures in the prevention and mitigation phase. Each school is allowed to send only one participant preferably the School DRRM Coordinator, the Principal, or any representative.

3. For the list of the schools included in the training, please see the next page.

4. Immediate dissemination of this information is desired.
Division ERT:

LORELA BADILLES  MELVIN M. ENERIO  PENDATUN B. AMPAY
JURAM TESIO  MONINA T. NACARIO  MARIA CARMELA T. ABLIN
RASMILA M. COSAIN  GLENGDA E. DIMPAS  ARMANDO B. PASOK
GLAIZA BALATERO  CHRISTINE JOY B. PALAO  DANilo D. VIRTUDEZ
PUYAT TUNGANTUNGAN  DONNA FAE DAYONDON  RICHEL A. BALINDONG
ANTHONY JAMES LUMINGKIT  MANUEL M. BANAGLORIOSO  ALFONSO S. CHAN
ARTHUR B. SILOT  DANIEL L. DE LUNA JR  RICARDO V. TANZO
JHUMAR B. KILAT  GAUDELINE A. BANAGLORIOSO  ALLYN JOYCE L. JUTBA
ROMEO R. CATUBIG  VETO MAGADAN JR
GLEN JUMALON
BRIDGET ABALORIO  MATTHEW JOSEPH S. EDON
FLORDERICK S. VELARDE  JOHN OSWALD A. RAÑOA
REY ASIDRE  DAN A. JUTBA JR
AMENODIN MINDALANO  NESTOR D. LATOJA JR
SUSAN PANGASIAN  AMANTE L. DAMAYO
DRRM Rollout Of The Remaining Modules With Water Search And Rescue Training (WASAR) List of Participants:

Butadon ES
Curvada ES
Don Juan Diaz MES
Kapatagan East CS
Mahayahay Elem. School
Mandrading Elementary School
San Vicente ES
Balili Central Elementary School
CONCEPCION ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Dongo-an ES
Sixto Maghanoy Sr. Central School
Margos Elementary School
Kalinaw-Kalilintad Integrated Peace School
Taguitic Integrated School
Matampay Bacana ES
Camalan PS
Daru Bacana ES
Dongo-an ES
Matampay Ilaya ES
Panadatran ES
San Isidro ES
Sta. Cruz Lower ES
Lala NHS
Placida Mequiabas Mem. NHS (Lapinig NHS)

Tunaan Elem. School
Abaga Central ES
F. Ylaya Mem ES
Maranding CES
Pedro B. Liwanag MES
Baybay Kulasihan ES
Labuay ES
Atanacia Logronio ES
Barandia PS
Buntong ES
Camp 3 ES
Camp Allere ES
Madaya ES
Mamaanon ES
Padianan ES
Salvador CES
Pansur PS
Baning Elem. School
Katipunan ES
Mahugnao ES
MAPUROG ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Sultan Membisa Langcay ES (Mukas ES)
Diego H. Patigayon NHS (Mukas NHS)
Miguel E. Esmade Memorial Elementary School
Panoloon ES
Sapad CES
SAPAD ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Bangaan Elementary School
KOREO INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL
Payong Elem. School
Pikalawag ES
PIRAKA ES
Ramain ES
Sultan Ali Dimaporo Memorial IS
Sultan Naga Dimaporo CES
Lininding ES
Munai CS
Pendolohan ES
Ramain ES
Tambo Elementary School
Fausto Alvia MES
San Juan PS
Raw-an Point ES
Samburon Integrated School
Baybay Kulasihan PS
Geronima Cabrera NHS (Riverside NHS)